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Leffall of HUH to keynote 122nd convocation

By Paula White

Howard University has chosen one of its own, Dr. LaSalle D. Leffall, Jr., professor and chairman of the department of surgery at Howard University Hospital, to kick off the opening convocation of the 122nd school year with a keynote address.

"It is an honor and privilege to have Dr. Leffall as our keynote speaker," said Bruton. "We have a world-renowned surgeon, and can only be receptive to his words."

Leffall is a professor of administration and surgery at the university. "We have a world-renowned surgeon, and can only be receptive to his words," said Bruton. "We have a world-renowned surgeon, and can only be receptive to his words."
HUSA programs plagued by low attendance

By Alonso Robertson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

For years, students have complained about the quality and appeal of student government programs. This year, the existence of HUSA, a 15-member organization, has made an effort to rectify the situation by making the executive post-graduates directors. Darryl Arnold, who had such a successfulxo program last year, was elected to lead the program this year.

"Programs are only successful if people are there to give us moral encouragement through their attendance," Arnold said.

Arnold and HUSA President Raoul Goodwin agreed that student support is needed for a successful program. Goodwin said he is pleased with the success of HUSA's "From Teacher to Student" program on Sept. 11 and 13, which encouraged students to participate in the coming week through their student government programs.

"Programs are only successful if people want to have," Arnold, a 21-year-old marketing major, said.

Goodwin said he is pleased with Arnold's program in engaging "some dynamic people that will ignite and raise the consciousness of the members on Howard University's campus and people abroad to our theme this year, 'Facing the Mountain: Making the Dream a Reality.'"

TECHNICAL OPPORTUNITIES SEMINAR

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28th, 5 to 8 P.M.
HOWARD INN BALLROOM

Engineering, technology, chemistry and computer science students plus faculty are invited to share presentations by Mobil representatives describing career opportunities with Mobil.

FOOD & REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED.

Dress is casual for this informal presentation event.

The Deadline for WHO'S WHO Applications is

Monday, October 2, 1989

For more information please contact the Office of the Dean, Student Council Office of your school, or the Office of Student Activities. Room 117 Blackburn Center, at 636-7003.
Campus Digest

Howard News in Brief

Security searches for computer thief

Howard University's security division is searching for a Silver Spring resident in connection with a recent robbery in the School of Business.

Daniel White, 37, of 13227 Old Clover Dr., Silver Spring, is a suspect in the August 29 robbery of computers and mineral paraphernalia in the School of Business computer lab.

According to security officials, White presented a university ID. The employee, who was using the computer lab, was not aware of White's presence until he tried to exit.

Security searches

Two residents of the newly opened Howard Plaza full-text right.

J.

Career Opportunities at Morgan

J.P. Morgan & Co., Inc., is looking for professionals with experience in government, finance, economics, or other business-related fields.

To apply, visit Morgan's website or contact Anthony Branch, Parade contact Anthony Branch, Blackburn Center Rm. 109 or Call Prejudicial honors student leaders

Two Howard University students, Dijren Smith and Brenda King, recently participated in the Prudential Internship Program.

The internships are currently investigating the situation.

Delivery man attacked at dorm

A delivery man was attacked outside of Eton Towers last Friday as he attempted to make a delivery.

According to Keene, the delivery man was attacked outside of Eton Towers last Friday as he attempted to make a delivery.

Homework Steering Committee

ATTENTION:

All organizations interested in participating in the 1989 Homcoming Parade contact Anthony Branch, Blackburn Center Rm. 109 or Call 636-5426/5932.

For those interested in participating in the parade, contact Anthony Branch at 636-5426/5932.

Drivers Wanted

Lunch Special

Any large or extra-large order of wings

Free Snack Attack

With purchase of any extra-large order of wings

Not Valid with any other offer
Ten years of gospel music

WHUR marks decade of success

By Lashawn Eddings
Staff Reporter

The Congressional Black Caucus’ 19th Annual Legislative Youth Summit challenged African-American youths to understand the conditions confronting them, and search for solutions to the problems that beset the community’s youth.

The festivities were in recognition and combating racism in the media. Marion Barry’s physical build andacist spoke out against Regardies, an organization to fight the battles as they arise.


Gilliam pointed out her disgust with Regardies and The Washington Post. Unification preacher, there are 220 companies that advertise in the publications.

The Washington Post as may pro organizations called upon citizens to support their affairs in combating racism in the media.

The Roman Catholic Church and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) have spoken out against Regardies.

Local Digest / Area News in Brief

Candidates stress children’s issues

D.C. mayoral candidates, responding to recent reports about neglected and abused children, have pledged to place a new emphasis on children’s issues.

The first demand on Major Marion Barry said the D.C. government has failed to allocate the budget funds in ways that would make children among the city’s child welfare system a top priority.

D.C. police inspector Melvin Jackson said. "This is the first time in a generation people have come together to focus on this issue." D.C. judge may incarcerate a per­son who is unable to pay court costs.

Providers from African-American poverty and community stress that this reflects the black community’s stress on positive parenting in the community and the children’s rights.

Accurate statistics on gay bashing and other hate crimes do not exist, officials say, because there are no bills pending in Congress. The county legislatures across the country have already imposed their rules, and, the bills will mandate the collection of such data and define prohibited hate-motivated conduct. In light of the gathering evidence, the D.C. government is expected to move to enact such a law.

The Congressional Black Caucus’ policy toward gay bashing and other hate crimes is that hate crimes and make parents responsible in some juvenile cases, according to Major Barry. University’s new campus will be in the District of Columbia.

Elizabeth Morgan, the Washington, D.C., judge may incarcerate a per­son who is unable to pay court costs.

Reardon’s report to Mayor Marion Barry on the African-American community. "This is the first time in a generation people have come together to focus on this issue." D.C. judge may incarcerate a per­son who is unable to pay court costs.

The Congressional Black Caucus’ policy toward gay bashing and other hate crimes is that hate crimes and make parents responsible in some juvenile cases, according to Major Barry. University’s new campus will be in the District of Columbia.

By Lisa Shell
Staff Reporter

WHUR broadcasts live entertainment featuring new artists, Andrew Rowe and the D.C. Choral Society, Mike Stanley, Melvin Price, Paul DeLo, and Regardies. As the director of Public Affairs, he became producer-director in 1986.

"The most important thing is the ten­ure of mind has enabled me to meet so many people and to touch so much," Ellis said.

He taught radio production courses at Howard University from 1975-1977 and directed the Office of Student Affairs at WCYB from 1976-1980. In 1980, he was promoted to Director of Public Affairs. He became producer-director in 1986.

"The most important thing is the ten­ure of mind has enabled me to meet so many people and to touch so much," Ellis said.

By Leonard Edging
Staff Writer

The National Committee Against Religious Intolerance and Racism (NCARR) in conjunction with the Baptist Church to add more frequency to its radio programs, in order to reach a large audience in the metropolitan area.

The NCARR also has the goal of reaching a large audience in the metropolitan area.

According to Rev. Al Sharpton, editor of the magazine, the May issue of Regardies’ little world, Gilliam said. Gilliam pointed out her disgust with Regardies and The Washington Post. Unification preacher, there are 220 companies that advertise in the publications.

The Washington Post as may pro organizations called upon citizens to support their affairs in combating racism in the media.

The Roman Catholic Church and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) have spoken out against Regardies.
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The first demand on Major Marion Barry said the D.C. government has failed to allocate the budget funds in ways that would make children among the city’s child welfare system a top priority.

D.C. police inspector Melvin Jackson said. "This is the first time in a generation people have come together to focus on this issue." D.C. judge may incarcerate a per­son who is unable to pay court costs.

Providers from African-American poverty and community stress that this reflects the black community’s stress on positive parenting in the community and the children’s rights.

Accurate statistics on gay bashing and other hate crimes do not exist, officials say, because there are no bills pending in Congress. The county legislatures across the country have already imposed their rules, and, the bills will mandate the collection of such data and define prohibited hate-motivated conduct. In light of the gathering evidence, the D.C. government is expected to move to enact such a law.
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WHUR broadcasts live entertainment featuring new artists, Andrew Rowe and the D.C. Choral Society, Mike Stanley, Melvin Price, Paul DeLo, and Regardies. As the director of Public Affairs, he became producer-director in 1986.
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"The most important thing is the ten­ure of mind has enabled me to meet so many people and to touch so much," Ellis said.
National Digest

National News in Brief

Motorola combines beeper, watch

The combination beeper-watch system, a</em> multifunctional device that combines answering and paging features. The wire watch pager’s Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screen will show different display modes during the day and beeper message, and will rotate at a simple click of the watch face. The beeper-watch system is already being used in several large metropolitan areas.

New jobs created by Ford fellowship

The National Wildlife Federation, the nation’s largest conservation organization, created a new fellowship program, in an effort to attract a larger variety of ethnic groups to the field of natural resource management. The fellowship is funded by Ford Foundation grants, and will provide an entry-level position in the American Forests, Washington, D.C., office of Mr. Philip Dorgan, spokesman for the foundation.

The fellowship will focus on providing students with an opportunity to work in a specific field of interest, and to develop leadership and management skills. The fellowship is open to individuals from any background, including military veterans, and is not limited to those who have attended or are currently enrolled in college.

The fellowship is open to individuals who have completed at least one year of college, and have demonstrated interest in natural resource management. The fellowship will provide a stipend of $16,000 per year, plus travel and relocation expenses.

For more information, contact the American Forests, Washington, D.C., office, at (202) 274-2600, or visit their website, at <http://www.aff.org>.

National News in Brief

National police misconduct

The United States Commission on Civil Rights issued a report on the use of "come along" and "take down" techniques by police departments nationwide. The report, titled "Police and Civil Rights: A National Analysis," found that the use of these techniques is widespread, and that they are often used in violation of constitutional rights.

The commission recommended that police departments cease using these techniques, and that they develop alternative methods for controlling and detaining individuals.

National News in Brief

Motorola combines beeper, watch

The combination beeper-watch system, a multifunctional device that combines answering and paging features. The wire watch pager’s Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screen will show different display modes during the day and beeper message, and will rotate at a simple click of the watch face. The beeper-watch system is already being used in several large metropolitan areas.

New jobs created by Ford fellowship

The National Wildlife Federation, the nation’s largest conservation organization, created a new fellowship program, in an effort to attract a larger variety of ethnic groups to the field of natural resource management. The fellowship is funded by Ford Foundation grants, and will provide an entry-level position in the American Forests, Washington, D.C., office of Mr. Philip Dorgan, spokesman for the foundation.

The fellowship will focus on providing students with an opportunity to work in a specific field of interest, and to develop leadership and management skills. The fellowship is open to individuals from any background, including military veterans, and is not limited to those who have attended or are currently enrolled in college.

The fellowship is open to individuals who have completed at least one year of college, and have demonstrated interest in natural resource management. The fellowship will provide a stipend of $16,000 per year, plus travel and relocation expenses.

For more information, contact the American Forests, Washington, D.C., office, at (202) 274-2600, or visit their website, at <http://www.aff.org>.
Angola nears peace with accord

By Neave Lemon
Hilko Staff Reporter

Potential peace in Angola appears to be on the horizon, as President Jonas Jombe announced last month an agreement with the rebel National Union for the Total Independence of Angola, the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA). This agreement, according to the president, "is a historic and constructive step towards the peaceful solution of the question of Angola in accordance with the principles of peace and good neighbourliness that are laid down in the constitution of the United Nations." The agreement, which was signed on 20 December 1988, is a major breakthrough in the conflict that has been raging in Angola for more than 20 years.

The agreement provides for the introduction of a neutral international observer mission to monitor the implementation of the accord. The mission will be composed of experts from various countries and will be charged with ensuring that the agreement is implemented faithfully.

The accord has been welcomed by the international community, which has long been concerned about the instability and violence in Angola. The United Nations, the African Union, and the European Union have all expressed their support for the agreement, and have called on all parties to implement it in good faith.

The accord also provides for the release of all political prisoners and the withdrawal of foreign military forces from the country. These provisions are intended to create a climate of trust and confidence that will facilitate the implementation of the accord and the establishment of a new state.

The accord is a significant achievement and a testament to the determination of the Angolan people to find a peaceful solution to their problems. It is a step forward in the long and complex process of reconciliation and reconstruction that lies ahead for Angola.
If you can find a Macintosh in this room, we might put one in yours. Free.

Somebody's going to win a free Macintosh.

Enter
September 11th - September 29th
Howard University Bookstore
2401 4th Street, 636-6656
It’s a black thing...  

It seems that being black has become even more confusing than ever. The New Miss America, Debra Temple-Turner, stated that she had “nothing to do with” her racial identity, “being black” is “just because we are.” Her parents “are in total agreement on this issue,” according to the Washington Post. They state that “it’s just incidental that she’s black—just because we are. Couldn’t help it.” Sounds like she’s infected with some sort of rare genetic disease doesn’t it?

On the other hand, Mayor Marion Barry has taken on the role of making obscure gestures at public events, as well as any other remark he might make. He brings attention to the city’s pressing issues, and it is definitely a heritage one can only appreciate from the outside.

Eye on Frederick de Klerk

Changes are under way in Azania (South Africa). After eleven years of rule under Peter W. Botha, the apartheid regime will now have a new leader, Frederick de Klerk, who has been associated with South Africa’s economic development. During the next several months, some of the most important issues of our time will be addressed. These include:

- The economic viability of apartheid so that the white minority will finally come to see that it has no other options other than the relinquishment of power. We must make them realize by our actions and our comm unity that they cannot continue to dominate our people and that our people will not endure another generation of slavery the world has ever known. Is this a heritage to distance oneself from like a plague, nor is it something to hide behind. Is this a heritage to live with and cherish, and is it defined not just a good way to get ahead in business. At the most fundamental levels, being black in America means that you have a great responsibility to those who came before you and your community. We are the inheritors of a long history of struggle for total liberation which is far from over.

- Can we afford to forget that we are descendants of Africans who were ruthlessly stolen away from their native land, robbed of their language, their culture, their religion, and subjected to the worst and most brutal kind of slavery the world has ever known? Is this a heritage to use for covering up for failing to give us leadership to the black community.

- As a people, we realize that we are also descendants of the great African civilizations of Egypt, Nubia, and Ethiopia, of Ghana, Mali, and Songhay, and many other ancient cultures which formed the basis for all others?

Today this university will conduct its open­

der a militant campaign of demonstrations which formed the basis for all others?

- It is the actions of the administration, as well as the Board of Trustees, that will be the measure by which they are judged. Words vs. actions

Today this university will conduct its open­

- Lessons learned on the beach

Dear Editor, The Virginia Beach incident clearly pointed out that racism makes so
distinguish between those brothers who suffer and those who don’t. It is our duty to face it. All of the way, dreams can’t be achieved unless we have peace and instead of cooperation we have a campaign of statements to black opposition groups.

- Changes are under way in Azania (South Africa). After eleven years of rule under Peter W. Botha, the apartheid regime will now have a new leader, Frederick de Klerk, who has been associated with South Africa’s economic development. During the next several months, some of the most important issues of our time will be addressed. These include:

- The economic viability of apartheid so that the white minority will finally come to see that it has no other options other than the relinquishment of power. We must make them realize by our actions and our community that they cannot continue to dominate our people and that our people will not endure another generation of slavery the world has ever known. Is this a heritage to distance oneself from like a plague, nor is it something to hide behind. Is this a heritage to live with and cherish, and is it defined not just a good way to get ahead in business. At the most fundamental levels, being black in America means that you have a great responsibility to those who came before you and your community. We are the inheritors of a long history of struggle for total liberation which is far from over.

- Can we afford to forget that we are descendants of Africans who were ruthlessly stolen away from their native land, robbed of their language, their culture, their religion, and subjected to the worst and most brutal kind of slavery the world has ever known? Is this a heritage to use for covering up for failing to give us leadership to the black community.

- As a people, we realize that we are also descendants of the great African civilizations of Egypt, Nubia, and Ethiopia, of Ghana, Mali, and Songhay, and many other ancient cultures which formed the basis for all others?

Today this university will conduct its open­
Point Three

Don't dance

Not many Californians do alone anymore. People rush to the L.A. Coliseum to see the Rolling Stones. The 1985 number one hit, "Bat Out of Hell" by Meat Loaf, is among the top ten songs of the decade. "I'm Gonna Rock You Tonight" by Meat Loaf, "We Are the Champions" by Queen, and "Planet of the Apes" by Michael Jackson are all popular hits. The music industry is booming, and many people are looking for ways to express themselves.

Meat Loaf's "Bat Out of Hell" is their most 4.9 million copies sold. This song was released in 1985, and it remains one of the best-selling singles of all time. It features a powerful guitar solo and a soaring melody that has become synonymous with Meat Loaf. The song's catchy chorus and upbeat tempo make it a favorite among fans of the 80s music scene.

Even white surfers and skateboarders are starting to listen to rap music. In 1988, the song "I Got a Name" by The Unknown DJ and The Egyptian got to #6 on the Billboard chart. The song talks about the struggle for self-identity and the desire for power and control.

Dope Man" is sometimes known as the first rap song to go gold. It was recorded in 1980 and features a sample of the 1970s soul hit "Boyz" by the group The Sylvers. "Dope Man" was produced by the group's manager and DJ, and it became a cult classic among rap fans.

The song "Boyz in the Hood" by N.W.A. was released in 1987 and became one of the most influential songs in the history of rap. It features lyrics that capture the harsh reality of life in Los Angeles' inner-city neighborhoods.

Ike Turner's "Ain't Too Proud to Beg" was a hit in 1961, but it wasn't until the late 1980s that it became popular again after being sampled in a remix by DJ Poetic Justice. The song features a catchy melody and lyrics that talk about love and heartbreak.

Enforcement of apartheid. The government has increased its efforts to suppress dissent and maintain control over local communities. The military has been deployed in greater numbers to maintain order in areas with high levels of unrest.

The illusion of reform is fostered, but the reality is that the regime is simply using these measures to maintain its grip on power. The international community, including the United Nations, has imposed sanctions on South Africa, but these have had little impact on the regime's policies.

The Bush administration is attempting to continue the gradual easing of sanctions in order to pressure the regime to move further towards democracy and human rights. However, the Bush administration's actions are met with criticism from some quarters, who argue that these measures will not bring about true reform in South Africa.

The international community is divided over the issue of sanctions. Some countries, such as the United States and the United Kingdom, support the inclusion of sanctions, while others, such as China and Russia, believe that sanctions will only hurt the South African people and do not achieve their goals.

The Bush administration is trying to balance the interests of its allies and the human rights of the South African people. It is challenging to find a solution that will satisfy all parties, but the administration is committed to working towards a peaceful and democratic future for South Africa.

The conflict in South Africa is a complex and ongoing issue. It requires a comprehensive approach that addresses the root causes of the conflict and promotes a peaceful resolution. The Bush administration's actions are one part of this approach, but they are not the only solution.

The conflict in South Africa is a complex and ongoing issue. It requires a comprehensive approach that addresses the root causes of the conflict and promotes a peaceful resolution. The Bush administration's actions are one part of this approach, but they are not the only solution.
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The conflict in South Africa is a complex and ongoing issue. It requires a comprehensive approach that addresses the root causes of the conflict and promotes a peaceful resolution. The Bush administration's actions are one part of this approach, but they are not the only solution.
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**Jackson in control again**

By Claude D. Hinesworth Jr.

"We are a nation with no geographical boundaries bound together by a common history, a common culture and a common language,"

"We are all on the same bus, traveling down the same road towards a common destination, the American dream." - James Brown

Jackson. Other hard hitters are "Love Will Never Do," the carrier single "Miss You Much," and the expected follow-up "OMG." Remember, don't despise Jackson. He has two new hooks on this album that are just all right in "Fancy How Time Flies" and "Love's Not a Crime." Jackson's latest album has a few "OMG" moments, but overall it's an enjoyable listen. In summary, Jackson is on a roll. His music is fresh and his live shows are a must-see. Overall, it's a great album that will keep you going through the summer. **Tempo**

*By Janet Jackson*

"Tyme duo," "Stab of the World," and "in a World" prove that the flyte funk is still alive and kicking. Of the twelve cuts on "This is a Story," about the fact that Jackson, alone, has had video, produced and conceived by none fall short of, superb. Most of these songs mentioned are together through our beliefs. We These lines are the opening to a new Jackson team. Hilltop staff reporter's take on what will become a major milestone in his career and a realist who deals with the women apart. "The Time Has..." is set in a bar where the audience not to separate, if we separate." Our history will never forgive us if we separate.**Tempo**

*By Janet Jackson*

"Tyme duo," "Stab of the World," and "in a World" prove that the flyte funk is still alive and kicking. Of the twelve cuts on "This is a Story," about the fact that Jackson, alone, has had video, produced and conceived by none fall short of, superb. Most of these songs mentioned are together through our beliefs. We These lines are the opening to a new Jackson team. Hilltop staff reporter's take on what will become a major milestone in his career and a realist who deals with the women apart. "The Time Has..." is set in a bar where the audience not to separate, if we separate." Our history will never forgive us if we separate.**Tempo**

*By Janet Jackson*
The difference is apparent on Vesta’s second album for A&M Records, “Vesta 4 U,” which showcases the tremendous vitality of her big voice in sparse arrangements. My music is basically about love and lack of love,” she says. “It’s basically a diary of the things that I’ve been going through in my life.”

The lack of love element is underscored on “Congratulation,” a heartfelt ballad with a twist. A&M officials wanted to see her in an all-girl trio. But Vesta felt she was “strong enough to be on my own” and refused to join the group.

Vesta nearly signed with Motown months before Asian Records of Hong Kong released “Vesta,” her 1986 debut, soon followed. “I noticed there were no strong enough to be on my own” and refused to join the group.

While Vesta was "kickjng around the house, kind of bored," she got a call from Patrice Rushen, musical director for the television mini-series, "The Women of Brewster’s Place." Rushen asked Vesta to record the series’ theme song—Vesta "oooohs" and "aaaahs," but was "very, very happy with the response, everybody knew it was me." Unlike many other artists, Vesta is content with owning the rhythm and blues charts. "I don’t write songs to score the color barrier," she said.

H.U.S.A.

presents

a lecture given by

NOMA VENDA MATHIANE

the author of

South Africa: Diary of Troubled Times

held on

September 25, 1989,

from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
in the

School of Business
Auditorium

Proudly Presents

HOWARD TALENT SHOWCASE

Monday Oct., 2nd
7 p.m. at
Cramton Auditorium
Student tickets $3.00
Guest Appearances by

Teddy Riley, Gene Griffin, and
Aaron Hall

Special guest to be announced
Host Comedian

CHRIS THOMAS

A BLACK DYNASTY PRODUCTION

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
636-7009/7010

All talented students interested in performing please call 485-TREV

Art

continued from page 11

and we got westernized losing our culture, and clothing," he said. "A culture we have lost and we are not getting it back."

Although this Kikusa’s first appearance in the U.S., he admits getting out and into being involved with the community is "something that I need to learn a lot about the community." Kikusa’s work through Ebony magazine was only ten away for a poster and was interested in the showing of the community."
HUH to give two scientists $50,000 prize

By Stanley Phillips and Philip Juge
Hilltop Staff Reporters

Two $50,000 prizes will be awarded to the recipients of the Dr. Charles R. Drew World Medical Prize, sponsored by Howard University Hospital and the Hilltop Staff Reporters.

According to Dr. Leffall Jr., head of the awards committee and chairman of surgery at Howard University Hospital, the prize is awarded to persons of color to recognize minority contributions to health science.

"Since we have students from all over the world coming to study in the United States, we want to call attention to the fact that minority scientists are making major contributions to medicine," Leffall said.

The recipients' contributions must have significant potential for preventing illness, accidents or other threats to health, or fostering the continued development of health care.

Other criteria for evaluation and selection of awards require that the contribution's impact upon health must be on a national or international scale and that the contributions be for the scientific or medical community.

The award is named in honor of Dr. Charles R. Drew, an African-American physician-scientist who is credited with saving countless lives during World War II through his pioneering work in blood banking.

A native of the District of Columbia, Drew attended Dillard University High School and later graduated from Meharry Medical College in 1928 and Howard University Medical School. He joined the faculty of Howard University College of Medicine in 1931.

In 1937, he was awarded a prestigious Rockefeller Foundation grant to begin the first medical program at Howard University College of Physicians and Surgeons at Tuskegee Institute to further his training.

While at Howard, Drew dedicated himself to training black surgeons and nurses to create a medical program for postgraduate surgical training. Many prominent surgeons trained by Drew during his 1941-1952 tenure—including Leffall—went on to become certified by the American Board of Surgery.

"We want to call attention to the fact that minority scientists are making major contributions in the field," Leffall said.

While the prize will be awarded to two individuals, Leffall emphasized that the selection was a difficult process.

"We considered many people, and the decision was made after careful deliberation," he said.

Leffall expects the award to raise awareness of the contributions of minority scientists in the field of medicine.

"It is important to recognize the achievements of minority scientists," he said. "It is an honor to recognize their contributions.
Bison set to face Jeffries' Bulldogs

By Bruce Spright
Hilltop Staff Reporter

At last, the time has come for the longtime football rival the Howard Bison and the Bethune-Cookman Wildcats. This weekend, Howard coach Willie Jeffries will face off against a former assistant from his coaching days at Bethune-Cookman.

"It's going to feel kind of funny being on the sideline and looking over at the Wishom Stadium," Jeffries said. "I've been there before, and it's going to be a bit different." Jeffries has a 30-23 record during his five seasons as head football coach and is looking forward to seeing players he recruited and is hoping to see this week.

"There will be some mixed emotions but the important thing is that this is a conference game and we need a win," Jeffries said.

The Bulldogs and Wildcats are both 0-1 in MEAC (Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference) play this season. While the Bulldogs are 3-4 overall, they are coming off a 17-7 win over Delaware State last weekend and are coming off a 17-7 win over Delaware State last weekend.

Scores close to the athletic department showed that Jeffries is dyspeptic by the appearance of Wishom Stadium and athletic director Darrell Moody.

"From the very first point, he was constantly corrected by what I would call lack of application by the program the athletic director," Jeffries said.

Consternation pertaining the department for funds for press box rental, better equipment and renovation of Cook Hall, the athletic director, his hope didn't come until after his departure.

As a result, Jeffries was assisted away last week by South Carolina State. During this period, many things that did not appear to be a considered effect on the part of the Howard administration in keeping him as coach.

Following his departure, Howard's football program seemed to slip in terms of performance and the opportunity to field a competitive team. Jeffries and several assistants were made available against Jeffries and his handling of the team.

First, nine players from his 1988 recruiting class are no longer active. Recent injury and recruitment difficulties have contributed to this attrition.

To add insult to injury, the team has been disposed of in the last two regular seasons. It was not that Jeffries played poorly, but rather the team was not able to capitalize on its defensive efforts.

With the acquisition of Jeffries, the Bulldogs will have a head coach who has demonstrated the ability to develop a competitive football program. Jeffries has a 30-23 record during his five seasons at Bethune-Cookman.

But it is combined with an anemic offense that must find a way to score more points and a defense that must find a way to stop the other team.

With these additions, a key factor for the team will be the ability to maintain a balanced approach to both offense and defense. The Bulldogs also have the MEAC's top receiver in junior John Brown who is averaging 13.3 yards a reception.

"I think we have to stop the quarterback first," Jeffries said. "It's a defense because if you make one mistake, it's all over.

Wilson's team prepare for emotional match against South Carolina State

By Bobスター

"From our disadvantage point, we have to have some 'kills,'" Wilson said. "We need to make them work because if you make one mistake, it'll cost you.

Thus, the key man for the Bison defense will be 6-0, 205-pound linebacker Gabe Walker. Walker, who is a two-time All-MEAC Selection and was Division IAA co-player of the year, is expected to be a key defensive asset.

However, the Lady Spikers are off to a sizzling 8-1 start after defeating both Delaware State and Florida A&M this year.

"We seemed to start out with some chemistry," Pierce said. "We've got to keep it up, and we've got to keep it going.

Nicole Thompson, a junior on the team, says she was discouraged by the loss, but the Lady Spikers will bounce back.

"We've had some days of practice, and we've got to get motivated. The (lady Hornet) catcher, Davis, did a good job over the plate; I tried to get a right field and it was successful in doing so," Davis said.

"This was to be the only game scored for the lady Hornet, as Jeffries has allowed only three hits in the past two innings.

The Lady Spikers' pitching staff and defense also put on a defensive exhibition which was untied to none as they defeated both Delaware State and Florida A&M this year.

"I traded my softball bat and helmet for my softball bat, Wilson said. "We need to do that every time you play that game.

Spikers take aim at MEAC title

By Christopher Taylor and King Weight

The Howard University volleyball team rebounded from a slow start to defeat the Delaware State Hornets, 15-12, 15-12, 15-6, in a MEAC tournament championship game last weekend.

With the Hornet win, the Lady Spikers have mounted a 19-2 season after winning the Bucknell Tournament. As a team, we have a good performance, "They did not get discouraged, Howard went on to beat Bucknell, 25-21, 25-18, 25-19, 25-18, in the final round of the tournament.

Kialyn Walker was named the most valuable player of the tournament.

The Howard University volleyball team has a 19-2 record, and it is a MEAC title contender.

"We had some tough losses, but we've had some good wins," Walker said.

The Lady Spikers are one win away from the MEAC title, and they will face the Bucknell Bears in the semifinals.

"I think we have to play good defense because if you make one mistake, it'll cost you," Wilson said.

The Lady Spikers are off to a sizzling 8-1 start after defeating both Delaware State and Florida A&M this year.
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or, thus causing discomfort," Eubanks said.

Another question that remains in the minds of allergy sufferers is whether allergies are hereditary. Eubanks refers to allergies as being unpredictable. A person can have allergies during childhood, yet grow out of them in the adult years. Some develop allergies later in life.

Treatments for allergies fall into several categories which depend on the severity of the symptoms. According to Eubanks, the best type of treatment is ending the source which is a mild decongestant combined with an antihistamine.

"Taking the least amount of medicine possible to the key, because the immune system gets used to the dosage. Within each year an increase in dosage is likely," Eubanks said.

Many persons who suffer from allergies never really know exactly what they are allergic to.

At the same time, Nebraska sells sufferers to start with over-the-counter drugs such as Sudafed or Ac-Cif.

If all else fails, allergy shots, which are usually costly, can be used as an alternative for frequent allergy symptoms. According to Nebraska, the shots are building of the immune system to help combat allergy problems.

Eubanks stressed that the most common reason for allergy attacks. The first involves breathing through a wet paper towel, which helps filter air. The second treatment is to avoid hot, humid areas and stay in air-conditioned rooms. Lastly, the mixture of nose hairs are natural air filters. With these facts in mind, sufferers will not only get through this season feeling better, but will be more prepared for seasons to come.
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The Washington International Student Center is a program of the Howard University International Office.

Howard University Hospital and its staff invite all new and returning students to take advantage of our full-service, state-of-the-art medical facilities.

Doctors' hours are 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year. If you should need us, for any reason, we are always in the office.
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